HOT WATER SPA COMPLEX ERDING
Tropical Spa area, VitalityOasis, Spa area & Saunas and Water Slide complex – GALAXY ERDING,
special concepts, fascinating attractions, the Hot Water Spa Complex Erding has been built up and expanded into the world’s largest spa complex with the most impressive variety of attractions ever.
Since 1999 the THERME ERDING has set a new standard for spa experiences and short holidays. The
much celebrated success of the Tropical Spa area and Spa area & Saunas scored more points for
more superlative attractions. For an extra 65 million euro a new Spa area, 25 saunas and the GALAXY
Water Slide complex were the last extensions. On a covered surface area of 185,000 sq m the Hot
Water Spa Complex Erding counts no less than 750 workers and a total of 1.65 million guests a year.
The old Bavarian Duchy of Erding is becoming THE place the general public head for when in need of
relaxation and recreational mini breaks.
No less than four architecturally impressive retractable roofs allow plenty of light to enter. They are the
crowning glories of the Tropical Spa area, the Spa area & Saunas, the Water Slide complex and the
NEW Holiday Paradise with a “Cabrio” sun roof originality.
In the Tropical Spa area guests can experience the state approved hot spa healing mineral water with
temperatures ranging from 91.4°F to 104°F. Tropical plants and greenery line the edges of the turquoise blue, aquatic scenery, which invites you to try out every possible attraction you can imagine. The
outside pool has an uninterrupted view of the large Tropical Spa Garden.
The specially conveyed fluoride and sulphur medicinal hot spa water, which comes from a spring at a
depth of 2.350 meters, is medically recommended for complaints such as muscle problems, joint pain
and for regeneration and physiotherapy following accidents and sport injuries, as well as general freedom of movement. There has also been considerable success with the treatment of pulled or strained
muscles and skin complaints. Skin and breathing problems have often improved after a visit to the pool
at the Salt Grotto.
For variety and activity why not try the free Aqua Fitness programme. Other popular services offered are
the face masks and gentle salt peeling therapies.
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The VitalityOasis offers healthy options and relaxation for guests from 16 years old. Amongst other
attractions it has its own hot water spa healing mineral water pool with pool bar and the Relax Oasis.
Furthermore there are moisturising face masks, relaxing therapies and Aqua Active Gymnastics for building up new power and energy available. A special treat for body and soul is a visit to the saunas “Meditationshaus”, “Tropenwald” or the Lotus Lounge, a relaxation room in Asian style where there are regular relaxation courses and therapies on offer.
Three times bigger than the original is the Spa area & Saunas! The 25 sauna- and special spa attractions have been cleverly constructed to represent themes from some of the most impressive cities and
attractions from around the world. The illuminated “Salzsteinzimmer”, the Island geyser in the “Geysirhöhle”, the oriental “Alhambra” or the ancient historical Celtic “Stonehenge”, the exotic “Garten Eden”
with its palm trees, mango and papaya trees are real highlights under the huge opening glass roof.
From this point is a breathtaking view of the large, turquoise, glittering and oscillating hot spa healing
mineral water expanses and hundreds of exotic plants.
A spa, health, wellbeing and sauna complex of this size and variety can only be found worldwide in
Erding.
The ROYAL DAY SPA Lounge & Dreams offers premium service for maximum relaxation and
recreation. In the ROYAL DAY SPA Lounge guests can reserve their own personal suite or lounger
and enjoy peace and quiet with an extraordinary view of the palm trees and the pool areas.
For those of you who want action and adrenalin rush why not visit GALAXY ERDING, the Water
Slide complex as here you will feel very at home. A total of 26 intertwined high tech slides and chutes
are ready and waiting with a total of 2,500 meters of slides and chutes for adventurous guests to try
out. Only the most adventurous and sportiest guests will want to try the free falling jump platform or the
72km/h speeds through the black and yellow chutes. The Free Fall Slide, the Funnel Slide or the
“Black Mamba” are not for the faint hearted! Try the very long sliding fun on the over 360 meter
“Magic Eye”, the longest tunnel slide in the world, being propelled through the wild water current, fun
on the Wobbly Slide or even the “Space Glider” with sensational ups and downs through time and
space. Europe’s top water slide architects have set a new standard of construction here. The two “Speed
Racer” slides and the three slides for babies “Moon Slide”, “Star Slide” and “Sunny Slide “opened in
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July 2011. Eight new summer slides opened in august 2014. Media effective championships as the
“24 hours permanent sliding” in record time became trademarks of the Water Slide complex.
rd
On 3 October 2014 a new Holiday Paradise with “Wave Lagoon”, “Crazy River”, a large outdoor

pool, 300 full sized palms, many sun loungers and wonderful culinary experiences opened. Families can
enjoy the increased space for holidaying, adventure and relaxation. The HOTEL VICTORY THERME
ERDING, which is celebrating it’s soft-opening since 21th October and is officially opened since February, invites you to overnight directly at the “Wave Lagoon”: 102 light and convertible cabins offer comfort for up to 8 persons and are the perfect overnight accommodation for families and business travelers
alike. Right next to the anchored hotel ship are a further 26 rooms in the elegant Venetian Palazzo.
Various gastronomical themes, a daily animation programme, individual excursion advice, meeting and
conference rooms, Wi-Fi, and free parking all round up the service offered at the hotel complex. This
new holiday world has the same opening glass roof as the other “Paradises“ which can be almost completely removed when the temperatures are warm.
Approximately 100 million Euro has been pumped into the enlarging of the already huge Spa as well
as the summer slides and the Spa’s first own hotel.
Already in March 2001 the Spa in Erding had been recommended by the German Consumer Association as the best of 22 spas in the whole of Germany. Ten years later the Spa World Erding won the
prize for the best recreational park winning the Dertour Travel Agency prize and the „Goldene Pinie
2011“. In 2012 it was the overall winner for the best tropical experience and adventure park“.
In July 2008, 2009 and 2011 THERME ERDING received the award „Bayerns Best 50“ from the
Bavarian government. Three times in a row it is one o of the 50 best enterprises in Bavaria, which was
able to develop employment rates and its turnover above average.
In the world’s biggest Hot Water Spa complex Erding guests find everything connected with top holiday: fascination and fun, peace and relaxation!
(published 07/2008; updated 05/2015)
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